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Executive Summary

Main Street Technical Assistance
Building on the positive momentum created by the
restoration of the historic Parkside Candy Shoppe, the
University District Community Development Association
applied for and was awarded a New York Main Street
Technical Assistance grant in early 2019. The grant allowed
the UDCDA to engage a consultant who worked directly with
property owners along Main
Street to re-imagine what
Design Guidelines for
the
Main Street 2020 Com
mercial Corridor
their buildings could look
like given the right vision.
The grant also provided
a practical roadmap for
future improvements along
the corridor through the
creation of Main Street
Design Guidelines.

The 2 ½ story building was constructed as a residential
property in 1910 on the corner of Main Street and
Merrimac Street. It is a wood frame building set on a
concrete foundation with a hipped roof and clad in vinyl
siding. The building displays elements of the American
Foursquare style that was popular at the start of the
twentieth century.
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PROPOSED

It currently functions as a commercial space with
apartment units on the 2nd story. As early as 1940 the
building constructed its brick masonry storefront as it is
seen today. It served as the initial location for Amy’s
Place restaurant from 1981 until it relocated to its
current location next door at 3234 Main Street.
(Source: 1940 Sanborn Map)

Project approach
The property was recently purchased by SRE
Management and the new Owner looked for design
ideas and advice to enhance the property’s exterior.
The vinyl siding is covering wood shingles on the upper
floor and wood clapboard on the 1st floor. There are
also decorative rafters under the roof eaves and
brackets under the side elevation window. The vinyl
siding will be removed, wood repaired and painted.
The undersized 2nd floor replacement window will be
removed and a bay window installed. The storefront
transom window appears to be intact, needs further
investigation.
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Project approach

The goal of the project is to repair and restore historic features of the buildi
reinforcing its high quality when it was first built, and where appropriate, ad
contemporary elements to attract positive attention to the business. To rep
and restore historic features of the building includes repairing original maso
and scraping and painting the cornice and window and door frames. Addin
contemporary elements includes new signage, awnings and graphics.

Vestibule Notes:

The Owners wished to add an interior vestibule at the entry to Amy’s Place
customer comfort during winter months. After review of the space and exist
conditions, we are of the opinion that this may be possible to achieve but w
be very costly and disruptive for the small restaurant to meet accessibility
requirements. Therefore we portray examples of exterior vestibule enclosu
made of canvas and aluminum frame that are used by many restaurants in
winter as the recommended solution.
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Main Street, University Heights was built
as the walkable heart of one of Buffalo’s early streetcar neighborhoods.
A handsome collection of brick, masonry, and stick-framed buildings, Main
Street still maintains a high level of integrity and density and benefits from
many longstanding businesses.
Following the rehabilitation of the Parkside Candy Shoppe on Main Street
thanks to a Buffalo Main Street Initiative grant, the UDCDA, saw the need
to develop design guidelines for this stretch of Main Street to ensure that
future rehabilitation work funded through programs like the New York
Main Street or Buffalo Main Streets Initiative grants would preserve and
honor Main Street’s early 20th century commercial building stock.
The Technical Assistance grant was an opportunity for the UDCDA to
engage design and architectural professionals at Clinton Brown Company
Architecture who could work directly with property owners to make this
happen. Through the development of design guidelines for a 9-block are
of Main Street (Englewood Ave to LaSalle Ave) as well as rehabilitation
design concepts for five individual properties, owners will be able to better
visualize the potential improvements that can be made, how they fit into a
larger vision for the district, as well as understand the costs associated with
these improvements.
The technical assistance process was a critical step in preparing the UDCDA
as well as property owners to apply for more than $700,000 in grant
funding through the New York State Main Street and Buffalo Main Streets
Initiative grant programs in 2019.
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mansard roof structure and contemporary windows with composite paneling
Ownerfloor.
Approval:
the ground
The upper-level, decorated with a terracotta cornice, has s
devoted
to residential units.
Date:

During the early decades of the twentieth century, the University Heights
neighborhood developed a series of new commercial properties following th
development of surrounding residential neighborhoods with the advent of th
trolley car. Buildings such as this were designed to be accessible to pedest
and had prominent display windows.
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Amy’s Place is a 2-story brick masonry commercial block building with a fla
PROPOSED
Constructed in 1920, its first story contains two commercial spaces contain
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Owner Approval:
Date:
Art Place - Existing Conditions March 2019

General Building Conditions Analysis
The building is in very good condition and well maintained by the Owner.

Building Code Status
A FOIL request of City Permit Office determined no outstanding violations
or code issues at this location.

Potential New Uses
The property is currently being fully utilized with commercial units (2) on
first floor and residential units (2) upstairs.
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Owner Approval:
Date:

Front façade today

Executive Summary
Just Pizza is a 2-story commercial block located at the intersection of Main Street and West
Northrup Place. The brick masonry building was built approximately 1920 and contains a
central block accented by two double hung windows on the second story, devoted to
apartment units. The block is ornamented with paired relieving arches, stone grotesques,
and a stone cornice with dentils. The first story contains composite paneling and a mansard
roof.

Learn more at: www.udcda.org/mainstreetta

Historically the building housed the Granada Theatre, a prominent movie theater in the
University Heights neighborhood until its closure in the 1980s. The surrounding tenant
spaces were designed to be versatile and house different businesses or offices. Before the
popularization of the automobile in the midcentury, these businesses were accessible by
pedestrians who arrived by Main Street’s trolley car line.

